
No.: …......................... Bydgoszcz, ….........................

AUTHORIZATION

To act in the form of indirect representation

I hereby authorize:

REKOP II Sp. z o.o.
ul. Daleka 8

85-152 Bydgoszcz

Business Activity Number: 090111867 Tax Identification Number: 554-023-93-45
EORI Number: PL554023934500000

To undertake to the benefit of: …........................................................

                                                …........................................................

                                         …........................................................

Business Activity Number: …..........................................

Tax Identification Number: …..........................................

EORI Number: …..........................................

before the authorities of National Revenue Administration in order to comply with all actions and
formalities provided by customs regulations pursuant to European Parliament and Council (EU) No.:
952/2013 dated 9th October, 2013 establishing Union Customs Code

I agree to:
- supply correct and complete documentation and all information affecting the correctness of drawing up customs declarations,
specifically including proper and correct tariffing, customs debit balance, origin of the goods,
- sending written information on the possibility to entry the goods for customs declaration, goods which are subject to the
protection of intellectual property rights and trademark rights, industrial property rights, WPR  [common agricultural policy],
safety of products (CE), dual-use goods, is subject to all bans and restrictions,
- sending written information on any changes in the company’s documentation, changes which could affect the correction of
data in the customs declarations, for example supplementary accounting records referring to the goods value, additional costs
referring to transport, corrections issued after the release of goods.

Obligation to provide information (GDPR)

I hereby give consent for my personal data to be processed for the purposes of the completion of customs service. REKOP II

company Sp.z o.o. with a seat in Bydgoszcz (85-152) 8 Daleka street is the controller of the personal data. Personal data shall

be processed pursuant to European Parliament and Council Regulation (EU) 2016/679 dated 27 th April, 2016. I confirm that I

was informed on having the right to access, correct and cancel my personal information. The submission of personal data is

voluntary, but it is a necessary condition to complete customs service.

The given authorization is:

- permanent

- fixed time up to the day

- single time

The authorization is valid regardless of staff transfer

Confirmation of the authorization approval

…........................................................ ........................................................

Date and signature of customs agent Legible signature of an authorised person

acting on behalf of customs agency
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